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* Architecture Design & implementation Services

We follow the AWS Well Architected Framework to design and implement cost effective,
performance optimized, redundant, secure and compliant AWS Foundational Architecture. We
can help you to implement an environment to bring your business and all of its workflows to a
safer, more reliable platform. 

* Architecture and Security Reviews

We’ll review existing system architecture or complete a security audit of your AWS environment,
then recommend ways for you to enable better performance, scalability, manage your security
posture and rightsize your instances to optimize costs. 

Our team of certified AWS Engineers can help to implement recommended features into your
environment quickly and efficiently with minimal disruption to workflow.

Cloud Migration Services

Talk to one of our experts today about any of the Cloud
Services we offer 

With the myriad of benefits that come with Cloud
Transformations, having “clouds on your horizon” is a positive

omen for businesses!
 At Poeta Digital, we provide cloud native application development, cloud migrations,

cloud architecture and security reviews as well as design and implement foundational
architectures to deliver secure, high performing and cost optimized AWS solutions to
customers. 

Cloud Application Development Services

AWS Foundational Architecture Services

Whether your applications are  Native Mobile, Cross-
Platform, Hybrid Mobile or Progressive Web
Applications - we have extensive experience with them
all. 

Our Cloud Applications are built on a secure, high-
performing, resilient and cost optimized AWS
Foundational Architecture.

We can help bring additional business value to your
existing applications by adding key
features/functionality and taking advantage of
innovative Cloud technologies like IoT, data analytics,
AI/ML or overcome challenges associated with hybrid
cloud environments and  integrate your on-premise
apps and tools and public cloud so they all work
together.

Our team can replatform or re-architect existing
applications, or simply lift and shift applications to the
cloud. In fact, we can help you migrate any workload -
applications, websites, databases, storage, physical or
virtual servers – and even entire data centers from an
on-premise environment, hosting facility, or other
public cloud to AWS to start gaining business benefits.
 
So if you are looking to bring your applications and
infrastructure into the modern day and protect your
data, we offer dedicated migration experts and a
trusted methodology to make the entire experience
simple and secure.

With over 15 years of experience
in application development.

We have developed over 300 web
and mobile applications for
customers across 5 continents. 

Our Cloud Applications are built on
a secure, high-performing, resilient
and cost optimized AWS
Foundational Architecture. 

Global statistics from IDC

413% five year ROI
10 months to pay back
50% lower five-year cost of
operations
25% lower cost of infrastructure
47% more efficient IT
infrastructure team
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